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This qualitative study assesses how women, in situations of domestic violence and examined at the Institute of Forensic Medicine, deal with this adversity and identifies protection strategies to cope with it, considering the support required and obtained from their relational and institutional environments. Ten women were interviewed and the data were analyzed using thematic content analysis. Search for help primarily occurs in the women’s social milieu, with family and friends and health and legal services being sought. In such a quest, established bonds may either become an obstacle to coping and make these women vulnerable to violence or protect and strengthen them during coping. In the identification of these women’s social and health needs, the aggravating circumstances of violence are only superficially addressed by professionals. New strategies to implement professional actions should be devised in order to provide integral and humanized care.
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Introduction

The impact of violence is evident in the world, since more than a million people lose their lives and many others suffer non-fatal injuries every year as a result of self-inflicted, interpersonal or collective violence\(^1\). According to the Pan-American Health Organization, the interface between violent acts and health occurs because the health sector is a point where all cases that result from such acts converge, as well as due to the pressure victims of violence exert on urgent care services, specialized services and those of physical and psychological rehabilitation and social work\(^2\).

Violence, as a complex phenomenon, can be seen in its distinct forms, particularly in the context of aggressive acts against women, and the object of this study. In relation to this fact, the UN General Assembly approved the declaration on the elimination of violent
acts against women in 1993 and defined the targeted acts as: “any act of gender-based violence that results in, or is likely to result in physical, sexual or mental harm or suffering to women, including the threat of such acts, coercion or arbitrary deprivation of liberty, whether in public or private life”\(^{(3)}\).

Women are at a greater risk of being abused in relationships with family members or people close to them than they are of being abused by strangers. Most of time, the aggressor is the partner or spouse themselves\(^{(4)}\); the cause and consequence of such aggression is unequal power in gender relations\(^{(5)}\).

Domestic or gender-based violence affects the victim’s biopsychosocial integrity. The symptoms and developmental disorders that may manifest as a consequence of violence are diverse, such as: diseases of the digestive and circulatory systems, muscle pain and tension, menstrual disorders, depression, anxiety, suicide, drug use, posttraumatic stress disorder, in addition to physical injuries, deprivation, and murder of the victim\(^{(6-7)}\).

The reception of women in situations of domestic violence in health services occurs in a fragmented way and is usually a one-time action because professionals are not prepared to meet this demand in an integral manner. In clinical practice in which such actions tend to remain invisible, the conduct of health professionals is not to welcome the needs of these women; rather, health professionals restrict their actions to referrals, which do not always result in appropriate responses to the women’s demands\(^{(8)}\). In this context, we sought to understand how women who were in situations of domestic violence and examined at the Institute of Forensic Medicine in the interior of São Paulo, Brazil deal with situations such as adversity. The study identifies protection strategies against violence, considering the support required and obtained through relational and institutional means, in terms of recognizing and meeting the women’s needs.

This study is justified by the fact that responses in the specialized literature are insufficient given the facts that may protect women from the cycle of violence. This study is an important contribution to the health field, especially in the nursing field, because we believe that the understanding of this issue allows one to provide more effective care to women and devise strategies that include multidisciplinary care and cooperation among sectors of society to provide integral and humanized care, in addition to promoting prevention strategies and reducing the occurrence of aggression episodes.

Method

This descriptive study with a qualitative approach was carried out in a city in the interior of São Paulo, Brazil. It focused on the health services, and also on the social devices and public security that compose the institutionalized network that provides support to abused women. The study’s setting was the Center for Medical-Legal Forensics, specifically the Institute of Forensic Medicine.

Women who report domestic violence to Women’s Police Stations are referred to the Institute of Forensic Medicine, especially in the case of bodily injuries, to receive a forensic examination. Hence, the choice of this institution to collect data is justified because this is where women with a pro-active profile are found, which may reveal one’s response to problems and also reveal prior passive behaviors.

The empirical outline of this study was determined by data saturation criteria, that is, when information starts to become recurrent. A total of ten women older than 18 years old who suffered domestic violence and were assisted in the studied institution participated in this study.

Because this study involved human subjects, it complied with the requirements established by resolution 196/96 of the National Council of Health\(^{(9)}\). Data collection was initiated only after the Ethics Research Committee at the University of São Paulo, College of Nursing approved the project (Protocol nº 1029/2009).

Data collection was conducted in the institute’s facilities between December 2009 and August 2010. The women were invited to participate in the study while in the waiting room and by the order they arrived at the service. Data collection occurred in a private room to avoid hindering the service flow and only after the forensic exam was performed.

The women were informed of the study’s objectives through a free and informed consent form read by the researcher. Those who consented to participate in the study signed the form and then the interview was initiated. The participants received a copy of the consent form signed by both the researcher and themselves. To ensure confidentiality of information and the names of the interviewees, the testimonies are identified by the letter “E” followed by a number from one to ten according to the order of the interviews.

Data were collected through a semi-structured interview in which the participants had a chance to talk about the subject without being necessarily tied to a
specific question. Aiming to produce empirical material, we developed an interview script with open questions addressing basic information such as: identification of the participants, issues related to coping actions and the repercussions of violence in their lives and on their health, keeping the guiding question in mind, that is, what factors can protect these women from the cycle of violence. After the end of the interview, each participant received a list of the health services that support women in this situation.

The testimonies were recorded and transcribed verbatim. Data were analyzed through thematic content analysis. The thematic analysis followed the steps of comprehensive reading, exploration of the material and interpretative synthesis. The following concepts were incorporated in the analysis of results: protection factor and integrity in the context of the social network to cope with violence against women.

Results

As previously mentioned, the studied group was composed of ten women in situations of domestic violence. In 90% of the cases, the aggressions were perpetrated by the study member’s current partner, and in 10% of the cases by a former partner; 50% were single and lived with the partner at the time of the interview, 20% were married and 30% were separated.

All the studied women suffered physical violence, though in some cases it was associated with other types of violence. A total of 20% of the interviewees reported only physical violence. In addition to this type of aggression, 50% also reported psychological violence, 20% sexual violence and 10% false imprisonment.

The average age of the interviewees was 38 years old, and the ages ranged from 24 to 62 years old. In relation to their occupation, 60% of them had a paid job, 30% were homemakers and 10% were unemployed. In relation to schooling, 50% had incomplete primary school, 10% had completed primary school, 30% had completed secondary school and 10% had a bachelor’s degree. The average number of children per women was two, with a range from one to four children. When they were asked about their race, 50% reported being of mixed race, 40% Caucasian, and 10% reported to be Afro-Brazilians. In relation to their religion, 30% reported to be Evangelical, 40% Catholic, and 30% reported no religion.

The following main category emerged from the analysis of the interviews: Recognizing the social support network one has available and the expectations of needs. In this category we identify the following core meanings: a) ‘Search for help: from silence to a cry of help’; b) ‘Social support network: protection and vulnerability’; and c) ‘Recognizing one’s social and health needs’.

In the first core meaning, ‘search for help: from silence to a cry of help’, we verify that violence is silenced until some measure is taken, as shown in the following excerpt: I had to hide it from my father, my mother, my brothers and sisters, from family. I had to hide everything. I had to face it all by myself. It was really hard, very hard! (E10).

When the studied women took the initiative to seek help, when they broke silence, it primarily occurred in their own closest social milieu, such as with the family and friends: So, my family is currently helping me (E6). Look, I asked for help, for someone to come and get me… Then some friend would show up and get me… You know? So, everybody has always helped me (E3).

Given the limitations of the family to help solve the problem, these women seek help in other places such as religious institutions. Even when the institution is not present, spirituality helps them in some way to bear or cope with the problem, as the following excerpt reveals: I believe in God, I believe in divine justice that is coming, you know. Because I’ve become disappointed by men in leadership, you know. So, if it weren’t for my faith that everything would be okay, that everything ends well…(E6).

Depending on the consequence of violence on the victim’s health and how they perceive the severity of the situation, seeking out a health service is not only a resource to solve physical injuries but mainly to help them deal with psychological harm as the following excerpts exemplify: No, first I went to get stitches (emergency department) and then I went to fill in a police report (E7). I started going for psychological treatment… With a psychiatrist and a shrink (E3).

The victims seek other instances in the network such as the safety sector, e.g., the women’s police station, as shown in the following reports: I wanted justice. At the time I wanted justice. At the time I dialed the emergency number (E6). I went to the women’s police station (E4).

In the second core meaning, ‘social support network: protection and vulnerability’, they broke their silence and sought help, which initially occurs within the family and with friends, as already mentioned. These can protect them from violence, when care is focused on the women, and also provide financial help as the reports reveal: It is hard to cope. But, at the same time, it is not so hard because you have care and affection (from the family). If had done this the first time, there would not be a...
second time (E2). Everybody supports you. You see. So, I have lots of friends. We are not alone in this world, no. So, why will I be beaten up? One friend told me I’ll not go hungry, she said she’d give me a basket of food in the meantime. Another one says that too. You see (E7).

If, however, there is no family cohesion or ties; the impact is vulnerability in the face of violence. The women become isolated and have no effective support as indicated in the reports: My mom has not called me so far to say ‘let’s talk’ (E8). Ah, my family went only once. I called my aunt. My aunt lives in Leme (a town in the interior of São Paulo) and I said: ‘Oh I, I’ll go somewhere far away, I’ll disappear with my son and I need you to stay with my mom. Because my mom depends on me. I’d rather she stay with her sister so I can solve my problems. So she said: “This is your problem! You have to stay with your mom. Take care of it yourself” (E1).

In relation to the church institution, it is possible to notice that it offers support, especially emotional support, as observed in the reports: It helped me get rid of hurt feelings, that sadness in my heart and it gives me strength to go on. Because the church helps me a lot, down there, inside. Because on the outside, there has to be something stronger to deal with him, so people can see we’re not abandoned to our very fate (E8).

In relation to the health services, we see these care for what is apparent: I went to the hospital and I thought they had filled in a police report (E2). I was cared for right away because I was bleeding, you know. The knife was still hanging because I could not take the knife out of my back (E7).

In relation to the intervention of the police, the women use this resource because of the chance to have protection: I hope the judge issues a restraining order against him and I can keep the house because I have my daughters to raise (E5). I’ve sought help because I can’t take it anymore and if something happens to me I want people to know. You see… that he’s involved. I don’t think anything will happen, but if it happens there’s already a clue (E4).

However, there are times, as opposed to what they might expect, that the search for their rights would be a mark of rupture with their condition of victims; they see themselves dealing with a reality of helplessness and disbelief in justice. It is a slow process. It’s bureaucratic, now we have to go to many agencies. Every time I need I’ll have to come here. So, the conclusion of the facts is very complicated, but like today I feel I’m not in danger anymore in relation to him, not me or G (E6). But it is too slow for the Penha Law to get into effect. To take him out of the house. It took seven months for them to contact me. I’d only like the law to be faster. Maria da Penha law. Faster! (E7).

In the last core meaning, ‘recognizing their social and health needs among the consequences of violence’, the most evident needs in these women’s testimonies are those of a psychological nature. In emotional terms, the person’s self-esteem, because we think it’s nothing (E8). So, it messed with my emotions a lot, with my psychosomatic issues. So, he made me extremely distressed. He literally made me crazy (E6). If affected me yes. Affected me because I have nervous gastritis and he beat me up too much. I don’t like to… I don’t like to remember the way he took my head and hit it on the ground (E4).

This reality can be seen because psychological disorders are not addressed by the professionals as the women expected, which is shown in their testimonies: Because there are doctors who like… Who do what they have to do. They don’t think about the person’s psychological dimension (E3). I’ve been going to this psychiatrist for 15 years. Because what I say enters here (ear) and goes out here (other ear) (E10).

Violence can harm health but it also affects interpersonal relationships, social institutions and society as a whole as changes are perceived in social relationships, especially in relation to friends and neighbors: I’ve distanced myself from everybody. I’ve distanced myself because I thought that if I had a friend, she would find out and would tell and another person would know, and another, the daughters-in-law would know (E10). Now people become more cautious in getting close to you, talk to you, because you’ve distanced yourself from people for so long, people get like… so… what is happening… then people kind of distance themselves from you also (E3).

Discussion

This study allowed us to get closer to the experiences of these women in situations of violence, the strategies they adopted and decisions they made, what revealed to them the face of possibilities and limitations to cope with such an adversity.

In the paths they chose to seek help, they go from silence to a cry for help. Even though the interviewees reported these choices, this trajectory requires careful analysis, since in qualitative terms, it shows differences in the processes of personal transformation and social conditions of each of these women. Power between genders permeates the situation of all of them but it is not the only hierarchical factor in the context of social relationships, which may explain differences in the
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coping process. Violence against women is trivialized, minimized, denied by a sexist and chauvinistic culture, perceived by society as something that could not be avoided\(^{(13)}\).

Therefore, the strategies these women use to offer resistance and which are constructed in their daily routine are in reality empowerment strategies, that is, they contribute, in the feminist conception, to relationships between men and women being accompanied by a transformation in language, reflecting new constructions of social imaginary\(^{(14)}\).

In coping with this problem, women take paths that involve the interaction of intra-psychological and social processes such as family and institutional relationships, which may be either relationships of risk of or protection against violence. We understand that the family context is a factor that can protect since the family interacts with external factors and leads to reconstruction in the face of suffering and is an influence that can modify, improve or entirely change the response of a person if the face of hardship, that is, in the face of a violent act\(^{(15)}\).

However, some women are isolated from their family and social network, which may facilitate the aggressor’s control over the victim and perpetuate the cycle of violence. For this cycle to be broken, a network connected to services that support women in this situation is required\(^{(16)}\).

The family and safety and health institutions are included among the social resources used, constituting their support social network. There are diverse entryways into this route, that is, different services that should cooperate with each other to provide qualified care to women\(^{(17)}\). Also important is that such care is continued, aspects that are identified in the testimonies of the studied interviewees.

The World Health Organization recommends the qualification of health professionals in this context to recognize and address violence through welcoming and acknowledging the wholeness of women as individuals with human rights, informing them of the resources available in society such as the women’s police station and shelters, in addition to recognizing situations that pose a risk to their lives, working in cooperation with other sectors in society to protect them\(^{(18)}\). However, the reception of these women occurs in a fragmented way and without a commitment to continued care, both in terms of physical and emotional rehabilitation and social and legal rehabilitation\(^{(18)}\).

The bonds established with the network are, in this group, reduced to health services (the emergency department), showing greater evidence of psychotherapy, caring for what is more visible and evident, with palliative and limited solutions to meet the women’s needs, which makes the network a fragile and unstructured support.

In relation to the health professionals, knowledge concerning care provided to women was addressed by a study published in this periodical. The study addresses the meaning of the experience of health professionals in caring for victims of sexual violence. The main theme emerging from this study was the feeling of powerlessness to solve the situation of violence, problems that emerge from the individual’s subjectivity, as well as social issues and also in not recognizing the resources and possibilities available to cope with the problem\(^{(19)}\).

A remarkable fact is the psychologization of the violence issue, which is a way of the health services to avoid facing the problem. When one medicalizes the body of an abused woman, one reaffirms the medical ideology of defining the reality presented, that what is apparent, obscuring the problem’s social, political, and cultural roots\(^{(20)}\). Hence, the knowledge of another’s subjectivity and biopsychosocial issues are not addressed in the biomedical model that values practical and short-term results\(^{(19)}\).

In addition to health services, women also seek public safety services, especially women’s police stations. For them, these services represent a mark of rupture with their condition as victims, based on the Maria da Penha law that will protect them from the aggressor and enact justice. The Maria da Penha law amends the Criminal Code, allowing aggressors to be caught red-handed or have their custody enacted. It also stipulates the creation of a special court for domestic and family violence against women, aiming to speed up processes and protective measures, among them, forcing the aggressor to leave home, protecting children and the women’s rights to reclaim their property\(^{(21)}\). However, the studied women complain of the lengthy processes, which leave them insecure in the face of what they are exposed to.

The way women addressed in these studies perceive their needs may change depending on their historical and social background and the context of social support they receive. During the coping process, the women guide themselves based on the needs that can be addressed by social institutions (health and safety), that is, those of a normative nature, which have limited access to aspects of their integrity. The aggravating factors of violence for these women’s health and their life conditions are only slightly addressed by the professionals while meeting
their needs.

Over the course of the studied group's reports, we perceived that the social network set up and used by them provides both greater and lesser bonds. This indicates that the network still presents very fragile bonds and relationships and that the integration among all services and sectors, which would effectively form a protection network, despite advancement in the field, still falls short of the reality experienced by the study's subjects.

We believe there is a dichotomy between what is recommended and what is experienced in the routine of these women in relation to the development and work of the network in coping with violence; such institutions do not effectively play their role protecting these individuals. Hence, to truly fulfill their protection role, social support networks should work toward producing flexible ecological systems.

A study conducted by the Special Secretary of Women's Public Policies revealed that the violent act is often cyclical because women experience many obstacles and lack effective measures while seeking protection, which results in emotional weariness and a return to the situation of violence.

**Conclusion**

This study's results show that despite the advancements obtained in recent years in the field, "critical knots" still persist in these women's coping trajectories to break their silence, denounce and overcome the violence suffered. This study is expected to support the creation of helping strategies and make them more effective in order to strengthen the support network focused on violence against women.

Aiming to encourage professionals to rethink the way care is provided to women in this situation, especially in relation to nursing care, it is important that professionals who deal with these women appropriate new knowledge, including diverse fields of knowledge, partake in inter-disciplinary and inter-sector discussions to support and improve practices so that the principle of integrality in care delivery is a product of our practices in health. It means to think of health care not only as an instrumental or technical knowledge, but also as knowledge that permits one to understand the phenomenon as a dynamic process, related to the different universes of signification and re-signification.

In this context, it is essential to incorporate the topic of violence into the discipline of women's health from the perspective of gender, as well as interdisciplinary perspectives from the fields of public and collective health. Therefore, a broader knowledge of the phenomenon promotes a more critical reflection concerning women's health and life conditions, contributing to planning nursing care, including prevention, care delivery, rehabilitation up to the re-inclusion of these women within society.

A connected work that includes health sectors, safety, education, social wellbeing and the legal sector is essential in inter-sectorial action in order to work in a responsible and cooperative way to broaden the possibilities of constructing strategies to respond in an integral manner to these women's needs and help them to overcome harm and other consequences of such violence on their health and their living conditions and that of their families.
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